Resolving
Paperwork &
Other
Professional
Work
Issues
A UFT Manual

This manual provides information for chapter leaders regarding the resolution of
paperwork and Other Professional Work issues.
(Department of Contract Empowerment, October 2016)
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I - Introduction
Enforcing a process to reduce and eliminate time spent on paperwork is a priority of the United
Federation of Teachers. This manual will provide chapter leaders with information about the
paperwork-reduction process negotiated in the 2014 Memorandum of Agreement covering
teachers and members of all UFT functional chapters.
Paperwork Issues
The Department of Education and the UFT mutually agreed in the 2014 collective-bargaining
agreement to reduce and eliminate unnecessary paperwork. Educators should spend their time
productively working for the benefit of their students — not, as a 2015 arbitration award put it,
“burdened by ministerial, administrative tasks.” 1

Paperwork issues include paper or electronic work.
Whether we serve in community district schools, high schools, campus schools, site annexes,
guidance offices, main offices, classrooms, or School Based Support Team offices, our contract
empowers us to stand up for ourselves and the children we serve to ensure they get as much of
our professional attention as we can give.
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The Dewey Decision (2015)
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II - Reporting & Resolution Procedures for Paperwork Reduction and
Other Professional Work (OPW)
School Level
Once a chapter leader becomes aware of a school-level paperwork issue affecting UFTrepresented employees, the chapter leader should gather all relevant information, complete
the Paperwork Reduction Reporting Form at www.uft.org/paperwork in the chapter leader
section of the UFT website (you must be logged in to access it) and attempt to resolve the
paperwork issue with the principal. If the paperwork issue involves the teacher’s assignment
during Other Professional Work (OPW), the chapter leader should complete the Other
Professional Work (OPW) Reporting Form.

The first step in solving a school-level paperwork issue is filling out the
Paperwork Reduction Reporting Form and/or
the Other Professional Work Reporting Form

The vast majority of paperwork issues will be solved by chapter leaders and school leaders
working collaboratively through the consultation process, through documented one-on-one
conversations or via email. Regardless of how far an issue must be escalated through the
resolution process before a solution is found, the first step in every resolution process for every
paperwork issue is the completion of the Paperwork Reduction Reporting Form or the Other
Professional Work (OPW) Reporting Form.
The chapter leader’s district representative, borough representative and Director of Contract
Empowerment Debra Poulos will receive the report upon submission. The information in the
submissions will be used to address trends in citywide paperwork issues. The data collected
create evidence for a pattern of paperwork issues and improper implementation of the
citywide standards. Perhaps most important to chapter leaders is that these reports will notify
the UFT that a chapter may need assistance in resolving their paperwork issues as quickly as
possible.

These reports will not automatically escalate a complaint to the district level,
but will make the district representative and the central UFT aware of the issue
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If a paperwork issue has been resolved at the school level after the reporting form has been
filed, the chapter leader should notify his or her district representative and Debra Poulos (at
dpoulos@uft.org) so that it can be closed in the UFT system and recorded as successfully
resolved.
Some paperwork issues may prove more difficult to resolve than others, and the UFT is here to
support chapter leaders and their members throughout the resolution process. If the
paperwork issue is not resolved at the school level to the satisfaction of the UFT chapter, then
the chapter leader should inform his or her district representative that the issue has not been
resolved and request that the paperwork issue be raised in front of the district paperwork
committee.
District Level
Paperwork issues not satisfactorily resolved at the school level may be escalated to the District
Paperwork Reduction Committee for resolution. Chapter leaders who wish to escalate their
issue to their district committee should contact their district representatives.

The goal is to reduce and eliminate redundant, excessive, duplicative,
unreasonable and/or unnecessary paperwork.

The District Paperwork Reduction Committee shall meet monthly at a regularly scheduled time
for the purposes of addressing paperwork issues (whether paper or electronic) at the school
level and to ensure that the system-wide paperwork reduction standards are being
implemented properly in schools. The core members of the district committee are the district
or high school superintendent and the UFT district rep as well as one additional appointee by
each, with the core members remaining consistent from one meeting to the next. The DOE and
the UFT are entitled to equal representation on the District Paperwork Reduction Committee.
As such, if either the UFT district rep or the superintendent intends to bring one or more
additional representatives (i.e., a chapter leader) to the meeting, then that person will identify
the other side no later than three school days before the meeting to allow for equal
representation. The UFT district rep should notify the superintendent of the specific paperwork
issue or issues as far in advance of the monthly District Paperwork Reduction Committee
meeting as possible.
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Through a spirit of good-faith collaboration, it is anticipated that paperwork issues raised at the
District Paperwork Reduction Committee will be resolved amicably during the meeting in
accordance with the collective-bargaining agreement. Once the district committee’s resolution
has been approved by the chancellor, the superintendent is responsible for implementing the
resolution.
If the District Paperwork Reduction Committee is unable to reach a mutually agreeable
resolution, the UFT district rep may refer the issue to the Central Paperwork Reduction
Committee for review.
Central Level
The Central Paperwork Reduction Committee will review the unresolved paperwork issues
referred by UFT district representatives. The central committee is made up of an equal number
of representatives appointed by the UFT president and the chancellor. The representatives
appointed by the chancellor must include someone from the Office of the Deputy Chancellor
for Teaching and Learning. The central committee meets at least once monthly, on the first
Wednesday of the month or at a mutually agreeable time, to review system-wide paperwork
issues and to review unresolved paperwork issues from the District Paperwork Reduction
Committees.

The Central Paperwork Committee has two functions:
to review unresolved district-level issues and
to review system-wide paperwork issues

If the central committee reaches consensus on the resolution of an issue, subject to the
approval of the chancellor, the resolution shall be implemented by the district or high school
superintendent at the school or schools in question.
Arbitration
If the central paperwork reduction committee proves unable to resolve an issue that has
progressed through the normal committee process, the Central UFT may elect to pursue
violations of the system-wide paperwork reduction standards further and request arbitration
under the Article 22 grievance procedures.
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Functional Chapters
Functional chapter members who have school-level paperwork issues should bring the issue to
their school chapter leader, who will complete the Paperwork Reduction Reporting Form and
attempt resolution at the school level. All district and central paperwork procedures apply.
Functional chapter members who have a paperwork issue that is not a school-based
paperwork issue should notify their functional chapter leader and provide all relevant
documents. The functional chapter leader will complete the Functional Chapter Paperwork
Reduction Reporting Form and attempt resolution with the appropriate supervisor. All district
and central paperwork procedures apply. If a functional chapter member’s paperwork issue is
referred to the district paperwork committee, it is recommended that the functional chapter
leader attend the District Paperwork Reduction Committee meeting to address that paperwork
issue. The UFT will also request that the appropriate supervisor be invited to promote
resolution.
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III - Paperwork Reduction Reporting Form and Instructions
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III - Paperwork Reduction Reporting Form and Instructions
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IV - Other Professional Work (OPW) Report Form and Instructions
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IV - Other Professional Work (OPW) Report Form and Instructions
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APPENDIX
a. Paperwork Reduction Contract language (2014 Memorandum of Agreement)
The following shall replace Article 8I of the collective bargaining agreement covering teachers
and shall be added to the other UFT-BOE collective bargaining agreements:
A Central Paperwork Committee (the “Central Committee”) will convene within 30 days of the
ratification of this agreement by the UFT. The Central Committee will be made up of an equal
number of representatives appointed by the UFT President and the Chancellor. The
representatives appointed by the Chancellor will include someone from the office of the
Deputy Chancellor for Teaching and Learning. The Central Committee will meet at least
monthly, on the first Wednesday of the month or at a mutually agreeable time, to review
system-wide paperwork issues (whether paper or electronic), including, but not limited to, the
requests for data in connection with the Quality Review process. The Central Committee will
also establish, subject to agreement by the Chancellor and the UFT President, system-wide
standards for the reduction and elimination of unnecessary paperwork (“System-wide
Standards”). Should the Central Committee fail to establish System-wide Standards approved
by the Chancellor within 60 days of their first meeting, either the UFT or the Board (DOE) may
request the assistance of a member of the Fact-Finding Panel of Martin F. Scheinman, Howard
Edelman and Mark Grossman, or another mutually agreeable neutral, to help facilitate the
Central Committee’s discussions. Should the intervention of a neutral not result in an
agreement by the Central Committee approved by the Chancellor within 60 days of the
neutral’s involvement, the DOE and UFT will submit position statements to said neutral who will
issue a binding decision. The neutral’s decision setting the System-wide Standards shall be
subject to Article 75 of the New York State Civil Practice Law and Rules.
Once the System-wide Standards have been established they will be distributed to all schools
and key stakeholders (including SLT Chairpersons, PA/PTA Presidents, UFT Chapter Leaders, UFT
District Representatives, District Superintendents and CSA Representatives). Thereafter,
District/High School Superintendency Paperwork Committees (“District Committees”) shall be
established in each community school district and high school superintendency. The District
Committees shall meet monthly, at a regularly scheduled time, for the purpose of addressing
paperwork issues (whether paper or electronic) at the school level and to ensure the systemwide standards are being implemented properly in schools. These District Committees will be
made up of an equal number of representatives appointed by the UFT President and the
Chancellor. The representatives appointed by the Chancellor shall include the District/High
School Superintendent or his/her designee.
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Employees (including those in functional chapters) may request that their Chapter Leader raise
school-specific paperwork issues (whether paper or electronic) before the District Committee.
Subject to approval by the Chancellor, if a District Committee agrees on the resolution of the
paperwork issue, the resolution shall be enforced by the District or High School Superintendent.
In the event that a District Committee cannot agree on the resolution of an issue raised by a
Chapter Leader of an individual school, the District Committee shall refer the issue to the
Central Committee for review. Subject to approval by the Chancellor, if the Central Committee
agrees on the resolution of an issue raised by a Chapter Leader, the resolution shall be enforced
by the District or High School Superintendent.
For alleged violations of the System-wide Standards the UFT may file a grievance, in accordance
with the grievance and arbitration procedures set forth in Article 22 of the collective bargaining
agreement. It is understood that, prior to a grievance being filed, the paperwork issues shall go
through the committee process as described above. Such grievances shall be filed directly with
the DOE’s Office of Labor Relations (“OLR”), which may be scheduled for arbitration within 20
days of notice to OLR. The parties shall negotiate pre-arbitration hearing procedures so that
each party is aware of the allegations and defenses being raised at the arbitration. All
arbitration days shall be part of the existing number of days as set forth in the CBA (as modified
by this Agreement). An arbitrator may hear up to three (3) paperwork grievances on each
arbitration date. The arbitrator will issue a brief award that is final and binding upon the
parties, within five (5) school days of the arbitration.
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b. Citywide Paperwork Reduction Standards
I. General Standard
Educators and Related Service Providers shall not be required, whether on paper or
electronically, to perform redundant, duplicative, unnecessary or unreasonable amounts of
record keeping concerning the performance of, plans for or evaluation of students, unless
necessary in order to comply with federal or state statutory or other legal requirements
imposed on the DOE.
II. The Quality Review:
Schools are to present only existing curricular and existing school-level documents to
contextualize the assessment of all Quality Indicators, especially 1.1, rather than create
documents for the sole purpose of the Quality Review. Additionally, evidence can be verbal or
observable in the classroom/school environment within existing school processes and will
include a review of only those documents used in the normal course of teaching and learning.
Reviewers and evaluators will consider the time of the year that the visit takes place and the
work underway in each school when they review curricular and other school-level documents.
III. Special Education/D75
1. The DOE has discontinued the use of Interactive Voice Response (IVR) and CAP to record the
provision of related services to K-12 students with Individualized Education Programs (IEPs),
and will use SESIS encounter attendance as the primary system of record for related service
provision, and BESIS for ESL provision.
2. The DOE will continue to engage UFT to prioritize how to streamline and enhance SESIS
functionality to increase usability. The system enhancements will commence on a rolling basis
as identified.
3. Each school or program shall continue to engage with all users of SESIS to provide adequate
time and computer access to complete SESIS-related tasks.
IV. Data Systems and Attendance
1. Schools may adopt only one school-based system for tracking student attendance (not
including SESIS) in addition to the DOE source attendance system, except when expressly
required by law or expressly required to receive federal, state or private grant funds schools
may have additional attendance systems as required.
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2. The DOE will explore and pursue options to integrate attendance-taking systems with as
many other tasks as possible as part of our commitment to the UFT to reduce teacher
paperwork.
3. Educators and related service providers are not required to print collections or binders of
documents that are available in electronic databases. Teachers are responsible for complying
with reasonable requests for printing any documents for the purposes of parent
interactions/communications and professional conversations with supervisors.
4. School staff will continue to be responsible, based on student need, for providing reports
related to student achievement, report cards, a student’s IEP, student behavior, and the
social/emotional development of individual students. Such requests will not be routinized,
school-wide or solely for the purpose of creating a binder for the storage of information.
5. Educators and Related Service Providers shall be required to keep grades and/or session
notes in one manner, unless necessary in order to comply with federal or state statutory or
other legal requirements imposed on DOE. Staff required to use online or electronic systems
shall be provided adequate computer access during the workday. This is in addition to the DoE
source system until such time as systems can be aligned.
V. Parent Engagement, Other Professional Work, and Professional Development
Parent Engagement, Other Professional Work and Professional Development time shall not
generate excessive or redundant paperwork or electronic work. This shall not preclude a
principal from creating reasonable requirements requiring teachers to briefly track Parent
Engagement time. (See appendix for sample).
Every spring, and at the request of either party, the Central Paperwork Committee shall review
the standards to see if they need to be modified and/or updated.
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c. May 6, 2016 Pilot Workday/Amplified OPW letter
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d. Jointly Agreed “Procedures for District Paperwork-Reduction Committees”
The goal of the paperwork reduction standards is to help us become more thoughtful - across
the system- about the burden of paperwork and identify opportunities to reduce time spent on
paperwork.
The role of the District Paperwork Reduction Committee is to collaboratively attempt to resolve
paperwork issues (whether paper or electronic) at the school level and to ensure that central
policy, as outlined in the Paperwork Reduction Standards, are being implemented at the school
level.
The District Committees are local problem resolution committees. Resolutions reached by these
committees are only applied in the school(s) raising the issue and do not create new
Department of Education policy.
Is the goal to eliminate all paperwork?
No. There will always be some paperwork, including electronic work, tied to certain
professional responsibilities. However, the goal is to eliminate redundant, duplicative and
unnecessary paperwork including electronic work.
Structuring and meeting as a District Paperwork Reduction Committee
Who: The District Committees are comprised of an equal number of representatives from
the UFT and DOE. The Committee will consist of the District/High School Superintendent
and his/her appointee(s) and the UFT District Representative and his/her appointee(s).
• The Core Committee members are the UFT District Representative and one
additional representative of his/her choice and the Superintendent and one
additional representative of his/her choice. The Core Committee members should be
consistent from meeting to meeting.
• If either the UFT District Representative or the Superintendent plans to bring an
additional representative(s) to the meeting, he/she will notify the other no later
than 3 school days before the meeting to allow for equal representation at the
meeting.
What: The District Committees shall meet monthly, at a regularly scheduled time, for the
purpose of addressing paperwork issues (whether paper or electronic) at the school level
and to ensure the system-wide standards are being implemented properly in schools.
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How:
• UFT represented employees, including those in functional chapters, can request that
their school’s chapter leader raise school specific paperwork (paper or electronic)
issues at their school with the principal in an effort to resolve the matter.
• If the paperwork issue is not collaboratively resolved at the school level by the
chapter leader and principal, then the chapter leader should notify their UFT District
Representative who may raise the aforementioned issue to the District Paperwork
Committee.
• The UFT District Representative should notify the Superintendent in advance of the
meeting about the issues expected to be raised.
• The District Paperwork Committee shall attempt to resolve the issue(s) in
accordance with the collective bargaining agreement.
• If the matter is not resolved at the district level the UFT may bring the matter to the
Central Paperwork Committee.
• If the Central Paperwork Committee agrees on the resolution of an issue, subject to
the approval of the Chancellor, the resolution shall be implemented by the District
or High School Superintendent at the school(s) in question.
• If the matter is not resolved by the Central Paperwork Committee, or the
Committee's decision is rejected by the Chancellor, the UFT may file a grievance
directly with the Office of Labor Relations.
If a school(s) raises a school-specific paperwork concern substantially similar in nature to a
previously resolved issue, the District Paperwork Reduction Committee, at the request of either
the Superintendent or District Representative, must meet as soon as reasonably possible (prior
to the next scheduled District Paperwork Committee meeting) to resolve the issue in a timely
manner. All committee decisions may be informed by prior resolutions.
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e. Dewey Arbitration Award (Case # C20555, 04/03/2015; excerpt)
Background
This grievance was brought pursuant to the parties' "Standards on Paperwork Reduction". This is a new
provision, pursuant to Article 8I of the parties' Collective Bargaining Agreement ("Agreement").
The case presented stemmed from alleged violation of these standards by virtue of a requirement at
John Dewey High School in Brooklyn.
The gravamen of the dispute involves the requirements of the "Do Now" assignment given to students.
In a series of communications, the staff was told to "Start class promptly with a content-specific "Do
Now" assessment, which is graded and recorded" (John Dewey Staff Handbook 2014-2015 under
General Professional Responsibilities, No. 16). Similarly, the Handbook regarding "Do Now" assignments
stated "These should be collected, scored, and returned to students the next day".
The Union argued the Principal's requirements regarding the "Do Now' assignment violated the parties'
agreement to reduce paperwork. The Union also asserted there were violations of the various
contractual standards regarding paperwork reduction.
A hearing was held on March 10, 2015, at the Offices of the American Arbitration Association in New
York City. At that time, both parties introduced evidence and argument in support of their respective
positions. The record was declared closed on March 10, 2015.
Opinion
After hearing the evidence and arguments presented, it was clear the parties have a mutual
understanding of what elements of the "Do Now" assignment are proper and which fall into the
category of unnecessary paperwork. First, it is in the teachers' discretion to use the result of the "Do
Now" when performed by students in their pedagogical discretion. That is, it is agreed the performance
of a "Do Now" by a student is useful as a pedagogical tool. To this end, it is consistent that a "Do Now"
be assigned, assessed and collected by the teacher. By doing so, this meets a pedagogical purpose,
which is the essence of the "Do Now".
On the other hand, it is now agreed the prior announced intention teachers grade and record each of
the "Do Now" responses by individual students constitutes unnecessary paperwork. To grade and record
the students' "Do Now" responses does not directly foster pedagogical considerations. Instead, it falls
within the type of excessive and unnecessary paperwork the parties' determined in their Agreement to
reduce. They did so because it was mutually determined educators should spend their time more
productively not burdened by ministerial, administrative tasks.
In light of the mutual agreement to follow the standards set forth, herein, it is unnecessary for me to
sustain or deny the Union's grievance. Instead, the Principal is directed to conform with the standards
set forth, herein, and cease and desist requiring educators to do unnecessary paperwork…
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